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elasticity the physics hypertextbook - elasticity is the ability of materials to return to their original shape after a deforming
stretching compressing shearing bending force has been removed, elasticity stress strain and fracture boundless
physics - elasticity is a measure of the deformation of an object when a force is applied objects that are very elastic like
rubber have high elasticity and stretch easily stress is force over area strain is change in length over original length key
terms deformation a transformation change of shape, elasticity physics britannica com - elasticity ability of a deformed
material body to return to its original shape and size when the forces causing the deformation are removed a body with this
ability is said to behave or respond elastically, what is elasticity its meaning in physics - what is elasticity most of us
have played before with a piece of elastic or rubber band unlike many other things you encounter daily a rubber band can
be stretched to a certain extent when things can be stretched people usually say that that thing is elastic, elasticity hooke s
law intro to young s modulus stress strain elastic proportional limit - this physics video tutorial provides a basic
introduction into elasticity and hooke s law the basic idea behind hooke s law is that the change in length of
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